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Introduction
This report is a bi-weekly/periodic snapshot of all current narratives within South Africa’s online democracy
conversation and forms part of the CABC’s Working For Democracy project. This report (and all subsequent
periodic reports) follows the CABC’s landscape report entitled “Democracy 2022: Lay of the Land” in which five
focus areas are being tracked within the broader democracy conversation. These focus areas include: the
judiciary, democratic institutions (such as the IEC and Public Protector), the constitution, the ANC’s elective
conference in December 2022 as well as the RET network and corruption. These focus areas have been the
most topical for the online democracy conversation in 2022, garnering substantial public interest resulting in
increased online discussion. This report has analysed online conversations from 23 June - 10 July 2022.
Research Methodology
The CABC made use of social media analytic tools to collate the information presented in this report. The
query upon which the Democracy_2022 dashboard is based makes use of carefully curated keywords to
capture as much of the conversation as possible. Keywords such as democracy, inequality, unemployment,
social justice, human rights and freedom were used as a broad starting point. Each of the five focus areas
have their own dashboards which consist of focus area specific keywords.
Content sources for the various dashboards include Twitter, Facebook, news publications and blogs. It is
important to note that currently only South African content is being considered. For Twitter (the main content
source) this means that only users who have selected South Africa as their location are being filtered through
to the dashboard. According to Datareportal’s Digital 2022 report, South Africa has 42.2 million internet users.
Roughly 60% of South African internet users aged 16 to 64 use Twitter each month. Therefore the findings
herein do not represent an exhaustive account of broader South African society and at best should be viewed
as indicative of the nature of online conversations and narratives discussed. Twitter has outsized influence
when compared to other social media platforms as most politicians have accounts and all media make
extensive use of it, hence conversations on Twitter can and do move rapidly from Twitter to traditional media
and other social media platforms. Hence, Twitter activity often serves as an early warning of what
conversations and narratives may penetrate the broader societal ecosystem and become normative.
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Conversation volume and trends

During the reporting period, almost 396k mentions were created by close to 80k unique authors (figure 1).
Every unique author therefore accounts for roughly 5 mentions. Total retweets stand at more than 190k,
resulting in a retweet percentage of 48% for the conversation. This percentage is significantly lower when
compared to the previous bi-weekly report which had a retweet percentage of 80%. This reduction is indicative
of more individuals partaking in the conversation instead of simply retweeting the views of others. A retweet

percentage gives an indication as to how many original authors are contributing to the conversation and
sharing their own ideas. Typically conversations with high retweet percentages represent a small number
of unique authors who present only a handful of views on a particular topic. A high retweet percentage
potentially casts doubt on the authenticity of a conversation as it could point to coordination by a group of
tweeters to amplify specific content. Mention volume for the conversation is dominated by individual accounts
instead of organisational accounts like news houses or political parties (figure 2). The 28th of June represents
a clear spike in the conversation, which coincides with the release of Eskom’s media statement informing
South Africans that stage 6 loadshedding will be implemented for only the second time since loadshedding was
introduced in 2008. This became a major talking point in the days following the statement with many South
Africans raising their concerns and stating their frustrations with the national energy provider on social media
platforms.

Figure 1: Total volume of Democracy conversation between 23 June and 10 July 2022.
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Figure 2: Mention volume by account type.
The number one trending topic and hashtag throughout this period was #phalaphalafarmgate (figures 3 and 4),
in relation to the burglary at President Cyril Ramaphosa’s Phala Phala farm. In the previous bi-weekly report
we noted an increasingly anti-Ramaphosa sentiment gaining traction as a result of the Phala Phala farm
robbery debacle. Upon closer inspection of #phalaphalafarmgate, it is evident that it has overwhelmingly
negative connotations towards Cyril Ramaphosa and is a precursor to #cyrilramaphosamustgo and
#sorryjacobzuma, both of which are within the top 20 hashtags for the period (figure 3 and 4). It would appear
that on Twitter Cyril Ramaphosa is bearing the brunt of the nation’s anger in response to rising fuel prices,
increased loadshedding and record-breaking levels of unemployment, especially amongst the youth of the
country.

Figure 3: Top 20 trending hashtags over the period.
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Figure 4: Top 20 hashtags according to total mentions.

https://twitter.com/DawieScholtz/status/1541818105583771648
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https://twitter.com/MzwaneleManyi/status/1542048737492606978

https://twitter.com/azania1023/status/1541832052005289984
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https://twitter.com/AdvoBarryRoux/status/1540345395766874115

https://twitter.com/Mngxitama2/status/1544316377837731843
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https://twitter.com/ntokozomncube1/status/1542726955203698689

The second and third highest trending hashtags (#loadsheddingstage6 and #statecapturereport) relate to the
highest level of loadshedding that Eskom has ever had to implement and the aftermath of the release of the
fifth instalment of the state capture report respectively. Stage 6 loadshedding has rightfully drawn attention to
South Africa’s electricity utility. It is now known that an illegal strike at Eskom during wage negotiations
hindered vital maintenance work at 6 of its power stations, the lack of which ultimately led to the most recent
bout of loadshedding. Eskom CEO Andre De Ruyter has indicated that disciplinary and legal action will be
taken against strikers who intimidated staff that wanted to work during the wage negotiations. President Cyril
Ramaphosa has since established a task team to investigate the possibility of sabotage at the utility whilst calls
to divest and privatise Eskom are rife.
In the aftermath of the final instalment of the state capture report, clear lines have been drawn with regard to
the manner in which the legitimacy of the reportt is being viewed. The Jacob Zuma Foundation labelled the
report as unlawful and “full of gossip” whilst the DA has submitted a section of the report as supplementary
evidence in their court case to have ANC cadre deployment declared unconstitutional. The final report has also
singled out former President Jacob Zuma for his active role in state capture. Interestingly, #nationalshutdown
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has been trending of late (figure 3) in a response to the phala phala farm heist scandal, loadshedding, the
findings of final state capture report and the recent concurrent fuel and food price increases. The
aforementioned has seemingly increased levels of mistrust in government in general and distrust in the office
of

the

president

in

particular.

This

is

evident in the popularity of the previously mentioned

#cyrilramaphosamustgo as well as the most recent #cyrilmustresign. It is conspicuous that in the wake of the
final state capture report, #nationalshutdown, #sorryjacobzuma and #cyrilramaphosamustgo were trending at
the same time.

As a reference, over the reporting period #statecapturereport had 2182 mentions,

#nationalshutdown had 1823 mentions, #sorryjacobzuma had 1456 mentions and #cyrilramaphosamustgo had
1377 mentions. The concurrent trending of these hashtags may indicate a concerted effort to drown out the
impact of the release of the final state capture report.

https://twitter.com/ShahanR/status/1542592855176273921
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https://twitter.com/ShahanR/status/1542592855176273921

https://twitter.com/ewnreporter/status/1540664842272604160
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https://twitter.com/POWER987News/status/1544989644747579393
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https://twitter.com/2022AFRICA/status/1545019881350991872
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Conclusion
South Africa’s online democracy conversation between 23 June - 10 July 2022 was dominated by four main
trending hashtags/topics. The first, and most popular, was related to the Phala Phala farm heist and the
resultant growth in negative sentiment towards President Cyril Ramaphosa as evidenced by the popularity of
#cyrilramaphosmustgo and #sorryjacobzuma. The second most popular topic revolved around loadshedding,
with the announcement of stage 6 loadshedding seemingly a tipping point for many who took to social media to
express their concerns and disappointment in Eskom and the government at large. Naturally Cyril Ramaphosa
has come into the firing line for the utility’s shortfalls as the head of government. The third topic is related to the
aftermath of the final state capture report and its findings. Former President Jacob Zuma has been implicated
in state capture corruption by the report, a finding that did not sit well with the Jacob Zuma Foundation who
labelled the report unlawful. The fourth and final topic, which is also the most recent, is associated with
#nationalshutdown, which is a union- (SAFTU) and political party-backed (EFF) attempt to raise awareness of
the plight of the majority of South Africans who have had to endure rising fuel and food prices, increased
unemployment in addition to loadshedding.
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